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Abstract (en)
The present invention relates to a laundry dryer including: - a casing; a basement (24) defining a basement plane (X,Y); a drum; - a process
air conduit (18) including a basement process air duct (28) having walls (28w) and including a basement process air outlet (19); - a process air
generator (30), being located within said process air conduit; - a motor (50) having a shaft (51) defining a motor axis (M), which is passing through
an aperture (26) provided in the basement process air duct and substantially at or in proximity of a center of said basement process air outlet;
- wherein a plane (PH) perpendicular to said basement plane (X,Y) and sectioning said basement along said motor axis divides said basement
process air duct in an outer (28outer) and in an inner portion (28inner); - wherein a section by a plane (PZ) passing through said motor axis (M) and
sectioning said basement process duct portion and said basement outlet in said outer portion defines a curve (C), a starting point (Pin) of said curve
being located at said basement process air outlet and an end point (Pend) of said curve (C) being located at said aperture (26); and wherein in said
section by said plane (PZ) passing through the motor axis, the distance (D1,..., Di,....,DN) between a point of said curve (C) and said motor axis (M)
is a decreasing monotone function if the position of said point moves from said starting point (Pin) to said end point (Pend).
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